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Price List 2021 
All prices shown are RRP including VAT.

Operating Pressures
All Zucchetti products are designed to be used in conjunction with high pressure systems. Pressurisation can 
be achieved using unvented systems, pumped installations, or in some cases combination boilers. Depending 
upon the products specified, whilst some products will work at pressures as low as 1 Bar, in an ideal situation, an 
operating pressure of 3 Bar will allow for any specification of products to function effectively. Particular attention 
should be paid in situations where shower configurations with multiple outlets are used, especially if these are 
required to operate simultaneously, and certainly if operating below 3 Bar.

ZUCCHETTI. MADE IN ITALY
Founded in 1929 by Alfredo Zucchetti, Zucchetti Rubinetteria S.p.A is today at the head of a leading industrial 
group based in northern Italy, which includes Omez S.p.A, Zucchetti Mario S.p.A and the Kos brand.

90 years of experience and a commitment to constant innovation enables Zucchetti to continue to create iconic 
contemporary brassware collections. Its imaginative and stylish range ensures that there will be a Zucchetti 
design-led tap for every modern bathroom application. 

Each collection is the result of advanced product development and sophisticated production processes. The 
production design cycle, which culminates in the industrialisation of the finished product, is carried out entirely 
within ZUCCHETTI’s own factories in Italy. 

ZUCCHETTI products are certified in accordance with UNI EN ISO 9001 standards and other key international 
quality marks. Zucchetti products have gone through KIWA certification, and in the UK our key collections have 
been/are being continuously submitted for KIWA approval. UK water authorities recognise both WRAS and KIWA 
certifications. Products already approved are indicated by the logo
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ZUCCHETTI. HIGH QUALITY AND SUSTAINABLE DESIGN
Innovation, design and quality are the cornerstones of Zucchetti’s philosophy.

Zucchetti collections have been designed to be long lasting. Our products are rigorously tested to the highest 
standards, both in-house and by external laboratories. The production process is tightly controlled from start 
to finish in our factories. Major resources are being invested to make sure that both the production process 
and equipment are state of the art, which in turn guarantees that the quality of products is consistent and 
to the highest quality. As a result, we are offering a 10 year guarantee on parts and 5 years on cartridges 
against any manufacturing defects in our products. Our mixers and shower systems have been designed with 
water consumption in mind and they feature in-factory restrictors that deliver a reduced water flow, without 
compromising user comfort and experience.
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COMPASSO D’ORO ADI (ITALY)
RED DOT PRODUCT AWARD (GERMANY)
GOOD DESIGN AWARD (USA)
GREEN GOOD DESIGN AWARD (U.S.A.)
EDIDA (INTERNATIONAL)
DESIGN PLUS (GERMANY)
AIDA - AUSTRALIAN INTERNATIONAL DESIGN AWARD (AUSTRALIA)
EUROPEAN CONSUMERS CHOICE (EUROPE)
ADI INDEX (ITALY) 
DESIGNER KITCHEN & BATHROOM AWARDS (U.K.)
COMFORT & DESIGN - PROGETTO E QUALITÀ (ITALY) 
INNOVATIONSPREIS ARCHITEKTUR UND TECHNIK (GERMANY) 
ADEX AWARD (U.S.A.)
TOP 20 (U.K.)
DESIGNEX (AUSTRALIA)
PRODUCT OF THE SHOW AWARDS (IRELAND)
OSCAR DE L'INNOVATION (FRANCE)
FX* - INTERNATIONAL INTERIOR DESIGN AWARD (U.K.)

ZUCCHETTI. AWARDS
We believe in original ideas. Our company has always had innovation in its DNA: experience and industrial 
know-how developed in almost 90 years of history enable us to turn ideas into unique, cutting edge projects 
and products, awarded with the most prestigious international design prizes.

These represent a great recognition and gratification for the passion and commitment that inspire our 
everyday work.
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Gill
With its clean, essential design, Gill
strikes the right balance between
different interlocking cylindrical
elements: the body, spout and lever
are defined by varied circular sections
with delicate, original curves.

The Gill line is composed of singlelever
mixers and other items that are
characterised by their simplicity and
adaptability, ideal for contract projects
and bathrooms both large and small.

Available finishes:

Chrome Brushed
Gold

Brushed 
Nickel

Embossed 
Matt Black
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Thermostatic shower mixer (ZGL664), wall elbow with hook (Z93933) and ABS handshower (Z94743) in Chrome.
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Bath/shower mixer (ZGL139), hook (Z93792) and ABS handshower (Z94743) in Chrome.

Basin mixer with high spout (ZGL709) in Chrome.Basin mixer in (ZGL707.C3) in Brushed Nickel.
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BASIN MIXER

Single lever basin 
mixer with aerator, 
flexible tails. 
Without pop-up 
waste.

ZGL707 chrome £194.00

ZGL707.C41 brushed gold £297.00

ZGL707.C3 brushed nickel £234.00

ZGL707.N1 embossed matt black £253.00

BIDET MIXER

Single lever bidet 
mixer with aerator, 
1¼” pop-up waste, 
flexible tails.

ZGL386 chrome £209.00

ZGL386.C41 brushed gold £319.00

ZGL386.C3 brushed nickel £251.00

ZGL386.N1 embossed matt black £272.00

BASIN MIXER

Single lever basin 
mixer with high 
spout, aerator, 
flexible tails. With-
out pop-up waste.

ZGL709 chrome £294.00

ZGL709.C41 brushed gold £450.00

ZGL709.C3 brushed nickel £353.00

ZGL709.N1 embossed matt black £383.00

Gill Chrome Brushed
Gold

Brushed 
Nickel

Embossed 
Matt Black

MINIMUM PRESSURE: 
1 Bar
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Gill

BASIN MIXER

2 hole built-in 
single lever basin 
mixer with aerator. 
Spout length 
175 mm.
External part.

ZGL677 chrome £199.00

ZGL677.C41 brushed gold £305.00

ZGL677.C3 brushed nickel £238.00

ZGL677.N1 embossed matt black £259.00

Built-in part, 
interaxe 80 mm. R99815 £142.00

BASIN MIXER

2 hole built-in 
single lever basin 
mixer with aerator. 
Spout length 
220 mm.
External part.

ZGL676 chrome £218.00

ZGL676.C41 brushed gold £334.00

ZGL676.C3 brushed nickel £262.00

ZGL676.N1 embossed matt black £284.00

Built-in part, 
interaxe 80 mm. R99815 £142.00

Chrome Brushed
Gold

Brushed 
Nickel

Embossed 
Matt Black

LENGTH: 
175mm

LENGTH: 
220mm

MINIMUM PRESSURE: 
1 Bar
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Gill Showers

THERMOSTAT

1/2” built-in 
thermostatic 
shower mixer 
with stop valve.
External part.

ZGL663 chrome £144.00

ZGL663.C41 brushed gold £264.00

ZGL663.C3 brushed nickel £199.00

ZGL663.N1 embossed matt black £199.00

Built-in part. R97820 £396.00

THERMOSTAT

1/2” built-in 
thermostatic 
shower mixer 
with 2 stop valves.
External part.

ZGL664 chrome £252.00

ZGL664.C41 brushed gold £427.00

ZGL664.C3 brushed nickel £276.00

ZGL664.N1 embossed matt black £276.00

Built-in part. R97821 £548.00

THERMOSTAT

1/2” built-in 
thermostatic 
shower mixer and 
2 way diverter 
with water on/off 
function.
External part.

ZGL644 chrome £131.00

ZGL644.C41 brushed gold £234.00

ZGL644.C3 brushed nickel £180.00

ZGL644.N1 embossed matt black £180.00

Built-in part. R97810 £464.00

THERMOSTAT

1/2” built-in 
thermostatic 
shower mixer and 
3 way diverter 
with water on/off 
function. 
External part.

ZGL644 chrome £131.00

ZGL644.C41 brushed gold £234.00

ZGL644.C3 brushed nickel £180.00

ZGL644.N1 embossed matt black £180.00

Built-in part. R97815 £541.00

Chrome Brushed
Gold

Brushed 
Nickel

Embossed 
Matt Black
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THERMOSTAT

1/2” built-in 
thermostatic 
shower mixer with 
3 stop valves.
External part.

ZGL665 chrome £294.00

ZGL665.C41 brushed gold £628.00

ZGL665.C3 brushed nickel £384.00

ZGL665.N1 embossed matt black £384.00

Built-in part. R97822 £701.00

Gill Showers

WALL SPOUT

Wall spout 
L.175 mm.

Z92223 chrome £156.00

Z92223.C41 brushed gold £281.00

Z92223.C3 brushed nickel £187.00

Z92223.N1 embossed matt black £203.00

WALL SPOUT

Wall spout 
L.220 mm.

Z92224 chrome £178.00

Z92224.C41 brushed gold £320.00

Z92224.C3 brushed nickel £214.00

Z92224.N1 embossed matt black £232.00

Chrome Brushed
Gold

Brushed 
Nickel

Embossed 
Matt Black

LENGTH: 
220mm

LENGTH: 
175mm
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Gill Showers

SHOWER HEAD

Ø 200 mm ABS 
shower head, 
with anti-limescale 
system.

Z94182 chrome £268.00

SHOWER HEAD

Ø 300 mm brass 
shower head with 
anti-limescale 
system, 8 mm 
thickness. 
Inspectionable.

Z94266 chrome £517.00

Z94266.C41 brushed gold £930.00

Z94266.C3 brushed nickel £620.00

Z94266.N1 embossed matt black £672.00

SHOWER HEAD

Ø 200 mm brass 
shower head with 
anti-limescale 
system, 8 mm 
thickness. 
Inspectionable.

Z94265 chrome £288.00

Z94265.C41 brushed gold £518.00

Z94265.C3 brushed nickel £346.00

Z94265.N1 embossed matt black £374.00

Flow rate
Bar 1 2 3

l/min 22.0 30.0 36.5

Flow rate
Bar 1 2 3

l/min 7.0 9.0 9.0
Flow rate

Bar 1 2 3

l/min 8.0 9.0 9.0

Chrome Brushed
Gold

Brushed 
Nickel

Embossed 
Matt Black

LENGTH: 
Ø 200mm

LENGTH: 
Ø 200mm

LENGTH: 
Ø 300mm

MINIMUM PRESSURE: 
1 Bar
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Gill Showers

WALL ARM

Wall mounted 
shower arm.
Length 350 mm.

Z93027 chrome £112.00

Z93027.C41 brushed gold £200.00

Z93027.C3 brushed nickel £132.00

Z93027.N1 embossed matt black £144.00

CEILING ARM

Ceiling mounted 
shower arm.
Length 130 mm.

Z93026 chrome £48.00

Z93026.C41 brushed gold £86.00

Z93026.C3 brushed nickel £59.00

Z93026.N1 embossed matt black £62.00

CEILING ARM

Ceiling mounted 
shower arm.
Length 300 mm.

Z93024 chrome £97.00

Z93024.C41 brushed gold £174.00

Z93024.C3 brushed nickel £115.00

Z93024.N1 embossed matt black £126.00

Chrome Brushed
Gold

Brushed 
Nickel

Embossed 
Matt Black

LENGTH: 
350mm

LENGTH: 
130mm

LENGTH: 
300mm
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Gill Showers

HANDSHOWER 
SET

Universal round 
design handshower
set with wall 
mounted shower
support, ABS hand-
shower Z94727 
and fexible hose.
(.C41) and (.N1) 
handshower 
Z94177.

Z93985 chrome £190.00

Z93985.C41 brushed gold £510.00

Z93985.C3 brushed nickel £235.00

Z93985.N1 embossed matt black £392.00

SLIDE RAIL KIT

Complete slide rail 
length 800 mm,
handshower 
Z947313 jets,
1500 mm flexible 
hose.

Z95181 chrome £299.00

Z95181.C41 brushed gold £643.00

Z95181.C3 brushed nickel £378.00

Z95181.N1 embossed matt black £468.00

SLIDE RAIL KIT

Complete slide rail, 
length 600 mm, 
Ø 24 mm, hand-
shower simple jet 
Z94743, 1500 mm 
flexible hose.

Z93134 chrome £106.00

Chrome Brushed
Gold

Brushed 
Nickel

Embossed 
Matt Black

LENGTH: 
800mm

LENGTH: 
600mm
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Gill Showers

HANDSHOWER

ABS handshower 
simple jet, with 
anti-limescale 
system.

Z94743 chrome £30.00HANDSHOWER

Brass handshower 
simple jet, with 
anti-limescale 
system.

Z94177 chrome £128.00

Z94177.C41 brushed gold £230.00

Z94177.C3 brushed nickel £155.00

Z94177.N1 embossed matt black £166.00

HANDSHOWER

ABS handshower 
simple jet with 
anti-limescale 
system.

Z94727 chrome £43.00

Z94727.C3 brushed nickel £53.00

HOSE

Brass shower 
hoses 1/2” x 1/2” x 
1500 mm.

Z93867 chrome £41.00

Z93867.C41 brushed gold £154.00

Z93867.C3 brushed nickel £49.00

Z93867.N1 embossed matt black £88.00

Chrome Brushed
Gold

Brushed 
Nickel

Embossed 
Matt Black

LENGTH: 
1500mm
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Gill Showers

HOOK

Handshower 
support for 
exposed mixer.

Z93792 chrome £53.00

Z93792.C41 brushed gold £94.00

Z93792.C3 brushed nickel £62.00

Z93792.N1 embossed matt black £68.00

WALL ELBOW

Wall elbow, 
1/2”x1/2”

Z93924 chrome £106.00

Z93924.C41 brushed gold £191.00

Z93924.C3 brushed nickel £127.00

Z93924.N1 embossed matt black £137.00

HOOK

ABS 
handshower 
support,for 
exposed mixer.

Z93782 chrome £20.00

WALL ELBOW 
WITH HOOK

Wall mounted 
shower support, 
1/2” hose 
connection.

Z93933 chrome £131.00

Z93933.C41 brushed gold £235.00

Z93933.C3 brushed nickel £157.00

Z93933.N1 embossed matt black £170.00

Chrome Brushed
Gold

Brushed 
Nickel

Embossed 
Matt Black
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Gill Showers

WALL ELBOW

Wall elbow 
1/2’’ x 1/2’’.

Z9380P chrome £46.00 WALL ELBOW 
WITH HOOK

Wall elbow 
1/2’’ x 1/2’’.

Z9397P chrome £66.00

Chrome Brushed
Gold

Brushed 
Nickel

Embossed 
Matt Black
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Brim
Reassuring and essential, 
the award-winning Brim collection 
stands out forits compact design 
that uses a single lexicon to 
elaborate two different shapes, 
the circle and the square. 

Designed by Ludovica+Roberto Palomba 
Brim is the synthesis of an industrial 
design project that began with the 
Soft mixer and has evolved according 
to ever-modern canons, managing to 
tune opposing geometrics
to achieve perfect shapes.

Available finishes:

By Ludovica + Roberto Palomba

Chrome Brushed
Gold

Brushed 
Nickel

Embossed 
Matt Black
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Slide rail kit (Z95206), wall elbow (Z93924) and Zetasystem shower mixer (ZBR090) in Chrome.
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Basin mixer in (ZBR383.C3) in Brushed Nickel.

Basin mixer (ZBR381) in Chrome.Bath/shower mixer (ZBR490), hook (Z93792) and 
ABS hand shower (Z94743) in Chrome.
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Brim

BASIN MIXER

Single lever basin 
mixer with aerator 
without pop-up 
waste.

ZBR381 chrome £212.00

ZBR381.C41 brushed gold £383.00

ZBR381.C3 brushed nickel £253.00

ZBR381.N1 embossed matt black £276.00

BASIN MIXER

Single lever basin 
mixer with high 
spout, aerator, 
without pop-up 
waste.

ZBR382 chrome £346.00

ZBR382.C41 brushed gold £622.00

ZBR382.C3 brushed nickel £415.00

ZBR382.N1 embossed matt black £449.00

BASIN MIXER

Single lever basin 
mixer with 
extended spout, 
aerator, without 
pop-up waste.

ZBR383 chrome £295.00

ZBR383.C41 brushed gold £532.00

ZBR383.C3 brushed nickel £354.00

ZBR383.N1 embossed matt black £384.00

Chrome Brushed
Gold

Brushed 
Nickel

Embossed 
Matt Black

MINIMUM PRESSURE: 
1 Bar
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Brim

BASIN MIXER

2 hole built-in 
single lever basin 
mixer with aerator.
Spout projection 
180 mm.
External part.

ZBR675 chrome £238.00

ZBR675.C41 brushed gold £427.00

ZBR675.C3 brushed nickel £286.00

ZBR675.N1 embossed matt black £308.00

Built-in part, 
interaxe80 mm. R99815 £142.00

BASIN MIXER

2 hole built-in 
single lever basin 
mixer with aerator.
Spout projection 
225 mm.
External part.

ZBR674 chrome £256.00

ZBR674.C41 brushed gold £460.00

ZBR674.C3 brushed nickel £307.00

ZBR674.N1 embossed matt black £332.00

Built-in part, 
interaxe80 mm. R99815 £142.00

Chrome Brushed
Gold

Brushed 
Nickel

Embossed 
Matt Black

LENGTH: 
180mm

LENGTH: 
225mm

MINIMUM PRESSURE: 
1 Bar
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Brim Showers Chrome Brushed
Gold

Brushed 
Nickel

Embossed 
Matt Black

THERMOSTAT

1/2” built-in 
thermostatic 
shower mixer with 
stop valve.
External part.

ZGL663 chrome £144.00

ZGL663.C41 brushed gold £264.00

ZGL663.C3 brushed nickel £199.00

ZGL663.N1 embossed matt black £199.00

Built-in part. R97820 £396.00

THERMOSTAT

1/2” built-in 
thermostatic 
shower mixer with 
2 stop valves.
External part.

ZGL664 chrome £252.00

ZGL664.C41 brushed gold £427.00

ZGL664.C3 brushed nickel £276.00

ZGL664.N1 embossed matt black £276.00

Built-in part. R97821 £548.00

THERMOSTAT

1/2” built-in 
thermostatic 
shower mixer and 
2 way diverter 
with water on/off 
function.
External part.

ZGL644 chrome £131.00

ZGL644.C41 brushed gold £234.00

ZGL644.C3 brushed nickel £180.00

ZGL644.N1 embossed matt black £180.00

Built-in part. R97810 £464.00

THERMOSTAT

1/2” built-in 
thermostatic 
shower mixer and 
3 way diverter 
with water on/off 
function.
External part.

ZGL644 chrome £131.00

ZGL644.C41 brushed gold £234.00

ZGL644.C3 brushed nickel £180.00

ZGL644.N1 embossed matt black £180.00

Built-in part. R97815 £541.00
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Brim Showers Chrome Brushed
Gold

Brushed 
Nickel

Embossed 
Matt Black

THERMOSTAT

1/2” built-in 
thermostatic 
shower mixer with 
3 stop valves.
External part.

ZGL665 chrome £294.00

ZGL665.C41 brushed gold £628.00

ZGL665.C3 brushed nickel £384.00

ZGL665.N1 embossed matt black £384.00

Built-in part. R97822 £701.00

WALL SPOUT

Length 180 mm.

Z92221 chrome £209.00

Z92221.C41 brushed gold £376.00

Z92221.C3 brushed nickel £251.00

Z92221.N1 embossed matt black £272.00

WALL SPOUT

Length 225 mm.

Z92222 chrome £229.00

Z92222.C41 brushed gold £413.00

Z92222.C3 brushed nickel £275.00

Z92222.N1 embossed matt black £299.00

BATH/SHOWER 
MIXER

Built-in single lever 
bath-shower mixer 
with diverter.
External part.

ZBR127 chrome £169.00

Built-in part. R99684 £116.00

LENGTH: 
180mm

LENGTH: 
225mm
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Brim Showers Chrome Brushed
Gold

Brushed 
Nickel

Embossed 
Matt Black

SHOWER HEAD

Ø 200 mm ABS 
shower head, 
with anti-limescale 
system.

Z94182 chrome £268.00

SHOWER HEAD

Ø 300 mm brass 
shower head with 
anti-limescale 
system, 8 mm 
thickness. 
Inspectionable.

Z94266 chrome £517.00

Z94266.C41 brushed gold £930.00

Z94266.C3 brushed nickel £620.00

Z94266.N1 embossed matt black £672.00

SHOWER HEAD

Ø 200 mm brass 
shower head with 
anti-limescale 
system, 8 mm 
thickness. 
Inspectionable.

Z94265 chrome £288.00

Z94265.C41 brushed gold £518.00

Z94265.C3 brushed nickel £346.00

Z94265.N1 embossed matt black £374.00

Flow rate
Bar 1 2 3

l/min 22.0 30.0 36.5

Flow rate
Bar 1 2 3

l/min 7.0 9.0 9.0
Flow rate

Bar 1 2 3

l/min 8.0 9.0 9.0

LENGTH: 
Ø 200mm

LENGTH: 
Ø 200mm

LENGTH: 
Ø 300mm

MINIMUM PRESSURE: 
1 Bar
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Brim Showers Chrome Brushed
Gold

Brushed 
Nickel

Embossed 
Matt Black

WALL ARM

Wall mounted 
shower arm.
Length 350 mm.

Z93027 chrome £112.00

Z93027.C41 brushed gold £200.00

Z93027.C3 brushed nickel £132.00

Z93027.N1 embossed matt black £144.00

CEILING ARM

Ceiling mounted 
shower arm.
Length 130 mm.

Z93026 chrome £48.00

Z93026.C41 brushed gold £86.00

Z93026.C3 brushed nickel £59.00

Z93026.N1 embossed matt black £62.00

CEILING ARM

Ceiling mounted 
shower arm.
Length 300 mm.

Z93024 chrome £97.00

Z93024.C41 brushed gold £174.00

Z93024.C3 brushed nickel £115.00

Z93024.N1 embossed matt black £126.00

LENGTH: 
350mm

LENGTH: 
130mm

LENGTH: 
300mm
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Brim Showers Chrome Brushed
Gold

Brushed 
Nickel

Embossed 
Matt Black

SLIDE RAIL KIT

Complete slide rail 
length 800 mm,
handshower 
Z947313 jets,
1500 mm flexible 
hose.

Z95181 chrome £299.00

Z95181.C41 brushed gold £643.00

Z95181.C3 brushed nickel £378.00

Z95181.N1 embossed matt black £468.00

SLIDE RAIL KIT

Complete slide rail, 
length 600 mm, 
Ø 24 mm, hand-
shower simple jet 
Z94743, 1500 mm 
flexible hose.

Z93134 chrome £106.00HANDSHOWER 
SET

Universal round 
design handshower
set with wall 
mounted shower
support, ABS hand-
shower Z94727 
and fexible hose.
(.C41) and (.N1) 
handshower 
Z94177.

Z93985 chrome £190.00

Z93985.C41 brushed gold £510.00

Z93985.C3 brushed nickel £235.00

Z93985.N1 embossed matt black £392.00

LENGTH: 
800mm

LENGTH: 
600mm
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Brim Showers Chrome Brushed
Gold

Brushed 
Nickel

Embossed 
Matt Black

HOOK

Handshower 
support for 
exposed mixer.

Z93792 chrome £53.00

Z93792.C41 brushed gold £94.00

Z93792.C3 brushed nickel £62.00

Z93792.N1 embossed matt black £68.00

HOOK

ABS 
handshower 
support,for 
exposed mixer.

Z93782 chrome £20.00

WALL ELBOW

Wall elbow, 
1/2”x1/2”

Z93924 chrome £106.00

Z93924.C41 brushed gold £191.00

Z93924.C3 brushed nickel £127.00

Z93924.N1 embossed matt black £137.00

WALL ELBOW 
WITH HOOK

Wall mounted 
shower support, 
1/2” hose 
connection.

Z93933 chrome £131.00

Z93933.C41 brushed gold £235.00

Z93933.C3 brushed nickel £157.00

Z93933.N1 embossed matt black £170.00
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Brim Showers

HOSE

Brass shower 
hoses 1/2” x 1/2” 
x 1500 mm.

Z93867 chrome £41.00

Z93867.C41 brushed gold £154.00

Z93867.C3 brushed nickel £49.00

Z93867.N1 embossed matt black £88.00

HANDSHOWER

ABS handshower 
simple jets, with 
anti-limescale 
system.

Z94743 chrome £30.00

Chrome Brushed
Gold

Brushed 
Nickel

Embossed 
Matt Black

HANDSHOWER

ABS handshower 
simple jet with 
anti-limescale 
system.

Z94727 chrome £43.00

Z94727.C3 brushed nickel £53.00

LENGTH: 
1500mm
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On
On is a complete collection of 
singlelever mixers that harmoniously 
combine different forms in an 
interesting mix of cylindrical bodies 
and rectangular spouts. 

The slender levers further define the 
mixers, flexing downwards and echoing 
the shape of the spout. Drawn by 
Nespoli e Novara, On is an original, 
versatile collection that does not give 
up on the originality of design.

Available finishes:

Nespoli e Novara

Chrome
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Basin mixer with high spout (ZON597) in Chrome.
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Basin mixer (ZON636) in Chrome.

Slide rail kit (Z95206) and handshower (Z94179) 
in Chrome.

Bath/shower mixer (ZON520) and 
ABS handshower (Z94727) in Chrome.
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Basin mixer (ZON594), slide rail (Z93118), bath/shower mixer (ZON639) and ABS handshower (Z94727) in Chrome.
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BASIN MIXER

Single lever basin mixer with 
aerator, without pop-up waste.

ZON594 chrome £229.00 BASIN MIXER

Single lever basin mixer with 
extended spout, aerator, 
without pop-up waste..

ZON597 chrome £322.00

On Chrome

MINIMUM PRESSURE: 
1 Bar
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BASIN MIXER

2 hole built-in single lever 
basin mixer with aerator. 
Spout projection 175 mm.
External part..

ZON636 chrome £209.00

Built-in part, 
interaxe 80 mm. R99815 £142.00

BASIN MIXER

2 hole built-in single lever 
basin mixer with aerator. 
Spout projection 230 mm. 
External part.

ZON637 chrome £224.00

Built-in part,
interaxe 80 mm. R99815 £142.00

On Chrome

LENGTH: 
175mm

LENGTH: 
230mm

MINIMUM PRESSURE: 
1 Bar
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On Chrome

THERMOSTAT 

1/2” built-in thermostatic 
shower mixer with stop valve.
External part.

ZON659 chrome £184.00

Built-in part. R97820 £396.00

THERMOSTAT

1/2” built-in thermostatic 
shower mixer with 2 stop 
valves. External part.

ZON660 chrome £296.00

Built-in part. R97821 £548.00

THERMOSTAT

1/2” built-in thermostatic 
shower mixer and 2 way 
diverter with water on/off 
function. External part.

ZON646 chrome £191.00

Built-in part. R97810 £464.00

THERMOSTAT

1/2” built-in thermostatic 
shower mixer and 3 way 
diverter with water on/off 
function. External part.

ZON646 chrome £191.00

Built-in part. R97815 £541.00
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On Chrome

THERMOSTAT

1/2” built-in thermostatic 
shower mixer with 
3 stop valves. 
External part.

ZON661 chrome £410.00

Built-in part R97822 £701.00

THERMOSTAT

1/2” built-in thermostatic 
shower mixer with 
4 stop valves.
External part.

ZON662 chrome £524.00

Built-in part R97823 £853.00
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On Chrome

BATH/SHOWER MIXER

Built-in single lever 
shower mixer with diverter, 
handshower Z94727, 
flexible hose 1500 mm.
External part.

ZON638 chrome £402.00

Built-in part. R97913 £338.00

BATH/SHOWER MIXER

Built-in single lever 
bath-shower mixer 
with diverter.
External part.

ZON127 chrome £169.00

Built-in part R99684 £116.00

Flow rate
Bar 3

l/min 23.0

WALL SPOUT

Wall spout
Spout projection 175 mm.

Z92200 chrome £170.00

Flow rate
Bar 3

l/min 31.7

LENGTH: 
175mm
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On Showers Chrome

SHOWER HEAD

Ø 200 mm ABS shower head, 
with anti-limescale system.

Z94182 chrome £268.00

SHOWER HEAD

Ø 300 mm brass shower head 
with anti-limescale system, 
8 mm thickness. 
Inspectionable.

Z94266 chrome £517.00SHOWER HEAD

Ø 200 mm brass shower head 
with anti-limescale system, 
8 mm thickness. 
Inspectionable.

Z94265 chrome £288.00

Flow rate
Bar 1 2 3

l/min 22.0 30.0 36.5

Flow rate
Bar 1 2 3

l/min 8.0 9.0 9.0
Flow rate

Bar 1 2 3

l/min 7.0 9.0 9.0

SLIDE RAIL KIT

Complete slide rail length 800 
mm, handshower Z94743 
simple jet, 1500 mm 
flexible hose.

Z95206 chrome £164.00

LENGTH: 
Ø 200mm

LENGTH: 
800mm

LENGTH: 
Ø 200mm

LENGTH: 
Ø 300mm

MINIMUM PRESSURE: 
1 Bar
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WALL ARM

Wall mounted shower arm.
Length 350 mm.

Z93027 chrome £112.00 CEILING ARM

Ceiling mounted shower arm.
Length 130 mm.

Z93026 chrome £48.00

CEILING ARM

Ceiling mounted shower arm.
Length 300 mm.

Z93024 chrome £97.00

On Showers Chrome

LENGTH: 
300mm

LENGTH: 
350mm

LENGTH: 
130mm
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On Showers Chrome

HANDSHOWER

ABS handshower simple jet, 
with anti-limescale system.

Z94179 chrome £144.00 HANDSHOWER

ABS handshower simple jet 
with anti-limescale system.

Z94727 chrome £43.00

HANDSHOWER

ABS handshower simple jet,
with anti-limescale system.

Z94743 chrome £30.00HOSE

Brass shower 
hoses 1/2” x 1/2” x 1500 mm..

Z93867 chrome £41.00

LENGTH: 
1500mm
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On Showers

HOOK

Handshower support 
for exposed mixer.

Z93792 chrome £53.00 HOOK

ABS handshower support, 
for exposed mixer.

Z93782 chrome £20.00

Chrome

WALL ELBOW WITH HOOK

Wall mounted shower support, 
1/2” hose connection.

Z93933 chrome £131.00 WALL ELBOW

Wall elbow, 1/2”x1/2”.

Z93924 chrome £106.00
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Nikko
The aesthetic power of Nikko is
expressed in an unusual contrast
between the straight, essential lines and
the soft, round shapes that coexist in
the different versions of this single-lever
mixer. Compact, practical and elegant,
it was designed to combine impeccable
style with efficient, sustainable industrial
production. To that end, Nikko is made
from brass with a low lead content,
and devices that control and limit the
water flow.

Available finishes:

Chrome
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Basin mixer with high spout (ZKK702) in Chrome.
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Basin mixer (ZKK673) in Chrome.

Basin mixer (ZKK698) in Chrome.Basin mixer (ZKK698) in Chrome.
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Basin mixer (ZKK698) in Chrome.

Shower head (Z94182), wall arm (Z93027) and 
shower mixer (ZKK122) in Chrome.

Bath/shower mixer (ZKK490) and ABS handshower 
(Z94743) in Chrome.
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Basin mixer (ZKK702) in Chrome.
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BASIN MIXER

Single lever basin mixer with 
aerator, without pop-up waste.

ZKK698 chrome £156.00

BASIN MIXER

2 hole built-in single lever basin 
mixer with aerator.
Spout projection 170 mm.
External part.

ZKK673 chrome £233.00

Built-in part, 
interaxe80 mm. R99815 £142.00

BASIN MIXER

2 hole built-in single lever basin 
mixer with aerator.
Spout projection 215 mm.
External part.

ZKK672 chrome £252.00

Built-in part, 
interaxe80 mm. R99815 £142.00

BASIN MIXER

Single lever basin mixer with 
highspout, aerator, without 
pop-up waste.

ZKK702 chrome £278.00

Nikko Chrome

LENGTH: 
170mm

LENGTH: 
215mm

MINIMUM PRESSURE: 
1 Bar

MINIMUM PRESSURE: 
1 Bar
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Nikko Chrome

THERMOSTAT

1/2” built-in thermostatic 
shower mixer with stop valve.
External part.

ZGL663 chrome £144.00

Built-in part. R97820 £396.00

THERMOSTAT

1/2” built-in thermostatic 
shower mixer and 2 way 
diverter with water on/off 
function. External part.

ZGL644 chrome £131.00

Built-in part. R97810 £464.00

THERMOSTAT

1/2” built-in thermostatic 
shower mixer and 3 way 
diverter with water on/off 
function. External part.

ZGL644 chrome £131.00

Built-in part. R97815 £541.00

BATH/SHOWER MIXER

Built-in single lever 
bath-shower mixer 
with diverter.
External part.

ZKK127 chrome £161.00

Built-in part. R99684 £116.00
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Nikko Showers Chrome

WALL SPOUT

Wall spout L.170 mm.

Z92225 chrome £178.00 WALL SPOUT

Length 215 mm.

Z92226 chrome £190.00

LENGTH: 
170mm

LENGTH: 
215mm

SLIDE RAIL KIT

Complete slide rail length 
800 mm,handshower 
Z94743 simple jet, 
1500 mm flexible hose.

Z95206 chrome £164.00 SLIDE RAIL KIT

Complete slide rail length 
600 mm, handshower 
Z94743 simple jet, 
1500 mm flexible hose.

Z93134 chrome £106.00

LENGTH: 
800mm

LENGTH: 
600mm
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Nikko Showers Chrome

SHOWER HEAD

Ø 200 mm ABS shower head, 
with anti-limescale system.

Z94182 chrome £268.00

SHOWER HEAD

Ø 300 mm brass shower head 
with anti-limescale system, 
8 mm thickness. 
Inspectionable.

Z94266 chrome £517.00SHOWER HEAD

Ø 200 mm brass shower head 
with anti-limescale system, 
8 mm thickness. 
Inspectionable.

Z94265 chrome £288.00

Flow rate
Bar 1 2 3

l/min 22.0 30.0 36.5

Flow rate
Bar 1 2 3

l/min 8.0 9.0 9.0
Flow rate

Bar 1 2 3

l/min 7.0 9.0 9.0

LENGTH: 
Ø 200mm

LENGTH: 
Ø 200mm

LENGTH: 
Ø 300mm

MINIMUM PRESSURE: 
1 Bar
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Nikko Showers Chrome

WALL ARM

Wall mounted shower arm.
Length 350 mm.

Z93027 chrome £112.00 CEILING ARM

Ceiling mounted shower arm.
Length 130 mm.

Z93026 chrome £48.00

CEILING ARM

Ceiling mounted shower arm.
Length 300 mm.

Z93024 chrome £97.00

LENGTH: 
350mm

LENGTH: 
130mm

LENGTH: 
300mm
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Nikko Showers Chrome

HANDSHOWER

ABS handshower simple jet,
with anti-limescale system.

Z94743 chrome £30.00 HANDSHOWER

ABS handshower 3 jets,
with anti-limescale system.

Z94742 chrome £56.00

HANDSHOWER

ABS handshower simple jet 
with anti-limescale system.

Z94727 chrome £43.00 HOSE

Brass shower 
hoses 1/2” x 1/2” x 1500 mm..

Z93867 chrome £41.00

LENGTH: 
1500mm
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WALL ELBOW WITH HOOK

Wall elbow 
1/2’’ x 1/2’’.

Z9397P chrome £66.00

Nikko Showers Chrome

HOOK

Handshower support 
for exposed mixer.

Z93792 chrome £53.00

WALL ELBOW WITH HOOK

Wall mounted shower support, 
1/2” hose connection.

Z93933 chrome £131.00 WALL ELBOW

Wall elbow, 1/2”x1/2”.

Z93924 chrome £106.00
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WALL ELBOW

Wall elbow 
1/2’’ x 1/2’’.

Z9380P chrome £46.00

Nikko Showers Chrome

HOOK

ABS handshower support, 
for exposed mixer.

Z93782 chrome £20.00
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Simply 
Beautiful
Characterised by decisive, punctual
style, this collection of ‘simply beautiful’
single-lever or three hole taps designed
by Matteo Thun with Antonio Rodriguez
stands out for its essential look and overall
adaptability. Aesthetic requirements
are on equal footing with the need to
create an affordable, versatile product. 
They coexist with the desire to open up to 
an ever-larger consumer base, reaching 
more people without sacrificing the quality 
or visual impact of the product.

By Matteo Thun and 
Antonio Rodriguez

Available finishes:

Chrome
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Basin mixer (ZSB5474) in Chrome.
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Basin mixer (ZSB5699) in Chrome.

Bath/shower mixer (ZSB139) and ABS handshower 
(Z94727) in Chrome.

Slide rail (Z93118) and shower mixer (ZSB072) 
in Chrome.
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BASIN MIXER

3 hole built-in basin mixer, with 
aerator. External part 
(spout L.170 mm).
External part.

ZSB5699 chrome £208.00

Built-in part, not assembled,
variable distance. R99504 £246.00

BASIN MIXER

3 hole basin mixer, with 
aerator, 1¼” pop-up waste 
and flexible tails.

ZSB5412 chrome £449.00

BASIN MIXER

3 hole built-in basin mixer, with 
aerator. External part 
(spout L. 230 mm).
External part.

ZSB5697 chrome £223.00

Built-in part, not assembled,
variable distance. R99504 £246.00

Simply Beautiful Chrome

LENGTH: 
170mm

LENGTH: 
230mm

MINIMUM PRESSURE: 
1 Bar
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Simply Beautiful Chrome

THERMOSTAT

1/2” built-in thermostatic 
shower mixer with stop valve.
External part.

ZGL663 chrome £144.00

Built-in part. R97820 £396.00

THERMOSTAT

1/2” built-in thermostatic 
shower mixer with 2 stop 
valves. External part.

ZGL664 chrome £252.00

Built-in part. R97821 £548.00

THERMOSTAT

1/2” built-in thermostatic 
shower mixer and 2 way 
diverter with water on/off 
function. External part.

ZGL644 chrome £131.00

Built-in part. R97810 £464.00

THERMOSTAT

1/2” built-in thermostatic 
shower mixer and 3 way 
diverter with water on/off 
function. External part

ZGL644 chrome £131.00

Built-in part. R97815 £541.00
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Simply Beautiful Chrome

SHOWER HEAD

Ø 200 mm ABS shower head, 
with anti-limescale system.

Z94182 chrome £268.00

SHOWER HEAD

Ø 300 mm brass shower head 
with anti-limescale system, 
8 mm thickness. 
Inspectionable.

Z94266 chrome £517.00SHOWER HEAD

Ø 200 mm brass shower head 
with anti-limescale system, 
8 mm thickness. 
Inspectionable.

Z94265 chrome £288.00

Flow rate
Bar 1 2 3

l/min 22.0 30.0 36.5

Flow rate
Bar 1 2 3

l/min 8.0 9.0 9.0
Flow rate

Bar 1 2 3

l/min 7.0 9.0 9.0

LENGTH: 
Ø 200mm

LENGTH: 
Ø 200mm

LENGTH: 
Ø 300mm

MINIMUM PRESSURE: 
1 Bar
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Simply Beautiful Chrome

WALL ARM

Wall mounted shower arm.
Length 350 mm.

Z93027 chrome £112.00 CEILING ARM

Ceiling mounted shower arm.
Length 130 mm.

Z93026 chrome £48.00

CEILING ARM

Ceiling mounted shower arm.
Length 300 mm.

Z93024 chrome £97.00

LENGTH: 
350mm

LENGTH: 
130mm

LENGTH: 
300mm
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Simply Beautiful Chrome

HANDSHOWER

ABS handshower simple jet,
with anti-limescale system.

Z94743 chrome £30.00 HANDSHOWER

ABS handshower simple jet, 
with anti-limescale system.

Z94179 chrome £144.00

HANDSHOWER

ABS handshower simple jet 
with anti-limescale system.

Z94727 chrome £43.00 HOSE

Brass shower 
hoses 1/2” x 1/2” x 1500 mm..

Z93867 chrome £41.00

LENGTH: 
1500mm
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Simply Beautiful Chrome

SLIDE RAIL KIT

Complete slide rail length 800 
mm, handshower Z947313 
jets, 1500 mm flexible hose.

Z95181 chrome £299.00 SLIDE RAIL KIT

Complete slide rail length 
600 mm, handshower 
Z94743 simple jet, 
1500 mm flexible hose.

Z93134 chrome £106.00

WALL ELBOW WITH HOOK

Wall elbow 
1/2’’ x 1/2’’.

Z9397P chrome £66.00WALL ELBOW

Wall elbow 
1/2’’ x 1/2’’.

Z9380P chrome £46.00

LENGTH: 
800mm

LENGTH: 
600mm
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Simply Beautiful Chrome

HOOK

Handshower support 
for exposed mixer.

Z93792 chrome £53.00 HOOK

ABS handshower support, 
for exposed mixer.

Z93782 chrome £20.00

WALL ELBOW WITH HOOK

Wall mounted shower support, 
1/2” hose connection.

Z93933 chrome £131.00 WALL ELBOW

Wall elbow, 1/2”x1/2”.

Z93924 chrome £106.00
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Simply Beautiful Chrome
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Zucchetti 
Pro 
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Sun
Designed by Zucchetti R&D department 
SUN is an easy collection. Easy forms 
which stem from the primary nature of 
these products’ intrinsic function; easy 
production because the components are 
the result of fusions; easy to use because 
SUN’s pure lines are mindful of functional 
ergonomics.

Available finishes:

Chrome
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Basin mixer (ZSN598) in Chrome.
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Basin mixer (ZSN631) in Chrome.

Shower mixer (ZSN129) in Chrome.Bath/shower mixer (ZSN134) in Chrome.
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BIDET MIXER

Single lever bidet mixer 
with aerator, 1 ¼” pop-up 
waste, flexible tails.
Cartridge with both flow 
and temperature reducer.

ZSN304 chrome £174.00BASIN MIXER

Single lever basin mixer 
with aerator, without pop-
up waste, flexible tails. 
Cartridge with both flow 
and temperature reducer.

ZSN598 chrome £163.00

Sun

BASIN MIXER

2 hole built-in single lever 
basin mixer with aerator. 
Spout projection 180 mm. 
Cartridge with both flow 
and temperature reducer.
External part.

ZSN631 chrome £203.00

Built-in part. R99499 £60.00

BASIN MIXER

2 hole built-in single lever 
basin mixer with aerator. 
Spout projection 180 mm. 
Cartridge with both flow 
and temperature reducer.
External part.

ZSN631 chrome £203.00

Built-in part, 
interaxe80 mm. R99815 £142.00

Chrome

LENGTH: 
180mm

LENGTH: 
180mm

MINIMUM PRESSURE: 
1 Bar

MINIMUM PRESSURE: 
1 Bar
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WALL SPOUT

Wall spout L. 180 mm.

Z92188 chrome £157.00

Sun Chrome

BATH/SHOWER MIXER

Built-in single lever 
bath-shower mixer with 
diverter. Cartridge with 
both flow and 
temperature reducer.
External part.

ZSN134 chrome £127.00

Built-in part. R99684 £116.00

SHOWER MIXER

Built-in single lever 
shower mixer. Cartridge 
with both flow and 
temperature reducer.
External part.

ZSN129 chrome £61.00

Built-in part. R99499 £60.00

LENGTH: 
180mm
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Wind
WIND is a single lever mixers collection 
characterised by a clean aesthetic and 
simple basic lines; perfect for any kind of 
bathroom designed by Zucchetti Research 
and Development Department.

In line with the significant expansion of 
target customers’ base of all the top 
fashion design and luxury brands 
Zucchetti offers a collection designed to 
satisfy a vaster public. WIND brings to 
basic design the quality and experience 
acquired in 80 years of history and 
leadership on the international market.

Available finishes:

Chrome
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Shower mixer (ZWN129) in Chrome.
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Basin mixer (ZWN632) in Chrome.

Bath/shower mixer (ZWN134) in Chrome.Basin mixer (ZWN632) in Chrome.
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Wind

BIDET MIXER

Single lever bidet mixer 
with aerator, 1 ¼” pop-up 
waste, flexible tails.
Cartridge with both flow 
and temperature reducer.

ZWN347 chrome £174.00BASIN MIXER

Single lever basin mixer 
with aerator, without 
pop-up waste, flexible 
tails. Cartridge with both 
flow and temperature 
reducer.

ZWN591 chrome £163.00

BASIN MIXER

2 hole built-in single lever 
basin mixer with aerator. 
Spout projection 180 
mm.Cartridge with both 
flow and temperature 
reducer. External part.

ZWN632 chrome £203.00

Built-in part. R99499 £60.00

BASIN MIXER

2 hole built-in single lever 
basin mixer with aerator. 
Spout projection 180 
mm. Cartridge with both 
flow and temperature 
reducer. External part.

ZWN632 chrome £203.00

Built-in part, 
interaxe80 mm. R99815 £142.00

Chrome

LENGTH: 
180mm

LENGTH: 
180mm

MINIMUM PRESSURE: 
1 Bar

MINIMUM PRESSURE: 
1 Bar
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Wind

WALL SPOUT

Wall spout L. 180 mm

Z92190 chrome £157.00

Chrome

BATH/SHOWER MIXER

Built-in single lever 
bath-shower mixer with 
diverter. Cartridge with 
both flow and 
temperature reducer.
External part.

ZWN134 chrome £127.00

Built-in part. R99684 £116.00

SHOWER MIXER

Built-in single lever 
shower mixer. Cartridge 
with both flow and 
temperature reducer.
External part.

ZWN129 chrome £61.00

Built-in part. R99499 £60.00

LENGTH: 
180mm
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Notes
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Notes
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ZUCCHETTI. CLEANING

It is recommended to clean taps with soap and water by using a soft cloth, paying particular 
attention to surfaces different from chrome finishes, that are more delicate.

Do not use detergents containing hydrochloric acid or abrasive substances.

Traces of calcareous deposits in the aerators or on the chrome surface of the taps can be 
easily removed by using Zetabrill (art. R99993).

Plastic parts must be cleaned only with soap and water by using a soft cloth.

Goods are sold subject to our standard terms and conditions – copy available upon request.

In the UK Zucchetti products are distributed by Farmiloe and Farmiloe (WBS Ltd)

www.zucchettidesign.co.uk
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